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An established federal government contractor

Four dedicated federal engagement
centers currently serving over 8.6
million members of the military and
federal civilian workforce, and their
families

•
•
•
•

Chesapeake, VA
Arlington, VA
Bellevue, WA
Jacksonville, FL
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Our current federal contracts

Exclusive behavioral
health subcontractor
(South Region)
Since1988
(CHAMPUS)
URAC Accredited
• Health Networks
• Case Management
• Health Utilization
Management

EAP serving active
duty, select
reservist, civilian
employees and their
families

Largest EAP in the
world
Active and Reserve
Component and
their families

EAP programs
currently serving VA
employees and their
families
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General
Information for
Subcontractors
Working on
Federal Contracts
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General Information for Federal Subcontractors
 Be familiar with Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) parts
19, 22, 9, 12, and 16 in that order.
http://farsite.hill.af.mil/vffara.htm
 Be prepared to write or verbalize a scope of work and basic
performance work statement.
 Be prepared for Government delays and have sufficient
sustaining capital
 Pay close attention to employee salaries with regard to Service
Contract Act if applicable.
 Register in DUNS (instructions below)
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General Information for Federal Subcontractors (cont)

 Register in System of Award Management (SAM)
 Small Business self-certification (FAR part 19)
 Make sure you are aware of all compliance requirements that
flow down to subcontract (FAR clauses).
• “Flow downs” FAR clauses applied to (flowed down) to
subcontract that are part of Prime contract requirements.

 Christian Doctrine: You are responsible for compliance with all
Federal Acquisition Regulations even if not included in
contract.
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Choose the
Right PartnerSubcontract
relationship can
be scapegoat
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Choose the Right Partner
 Partners Values, Visions & Culture Should be Aligned
• View of your reputation and customer service
• Open and trusted lines of communication

• Understanding that the larger Partner will help you succeed
(overcome problems)- and sense Subcontractor will do same
• “Bad news does not get better with time”- among partners
and clients
• Willingness to share information and ways to keep improving
services and efficiencies
• Relationships should be mid- to long-term and viewed by
both as hopefully going beyond first contract opportunity
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Choose the Right Partner (cont)

 Beacon Health Options/VOFS partners with our subcontactors
• Weekly meetings – encourage open lines of communication
• VOFS subcontractor liaison to assist with solving problems
inherent with being a subcontractor (e.g. reporting, finance,
security, regulations, etc.)
• Transparency – make sure information is shared in order to
keep client informed
• Annual summit to bring together subcontractors to share
information and identify how to improve overall contract
performance
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Challenges for
Small Business
and Compliance
Concerns with
Mandated
Regulations
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Federal Contract Challenges for Small Business

 Awareness that some Federal contracts come with significant
subcontractor responsibilities and challenges:
• Service Contract Act and mandated payment for employees
• Government Delays- both in RFP releases, proposal
evaluations, award dates; and go-live dates for certain
approved requirements
• Sustaining Capital Challenges – having strong financing
• Government decisions to completely drop RFP requirements
before or after award
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Compliance Concerns with Mandated Regulations
• Awareness that working in the federal arena (flow down of
federal funds) comes with responsibilities of which many
small businesses are not aware and that must be included in
their subcontract:
Service Contract Act and mandated payment for employees
EEO compliance
Conflict of interest
Executive compensation reporting
Reporting in general
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Many “Positives” in Federal Bevahorial Health Contracting
 If you can work well and demonstrate strong performance in
the federal arena as a small business, you will be a soughtafter partner
 Federal Behavioral health contracts are great business
equalizers to offset commercial efforts in economic downturns
 Satisfaction of providing critically needed services to
individuals and families in stress and needing assistance
 Growth industry: Slowly overcoming stigma; Mental Health
parity; and especially relevant for VA related small businesses

 Have seen exceptional, committed and talented Federal
Contract Officers overseeing our many DoD, DHS and VA
contracts
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Teams for Small
Business
Set-asides
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Current State

 More and more contracts are being procured as set-asides
 Govt. agencies under more pressure to meet their individual
small business goals
 Oversight of small business for Federal Contractors enhanced
 Oversight of teaming arrangements with small businesses for
set-aside procurement opportunities has been significantly
enhanced
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Limitations on Subcontracting
 FAR 52.219-14

 For services: At least 50% of the cost of contract performance
incurred for PERSONNEL shall be expended for employees of
the concern.
 Keep in mind that this means that the small Prime must incur
at a minimum 50% of the cost for the labor NOT THE ENTIRE
CONTRACT VALUE.
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Additional Guidance: Code of Federal Regulation (CFR)

 13 CFR 125.6
 Defines what is included in cost of personnel
– Direct Labor costs and any overhead which has only direct labor as its
base, plus the concern’s G&A rate multiplied by the labor cost. (Defines
“fully burdened rate”)

 Compliance will be considered an element of responsibility and
not a component of size eligibility.
 Size NAICS code is important but must meet these other
compliance factors
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Additional Guidance: Code of Federal Regulation (CFR)

 Follow FAR and CFR
 Be aware of the decisions rendered by the SBA’s Office of
Hearings and Appeals
 It is ok for a Large Business to be a subcontractor to a Small
Business Prime
 Make sure certain language is included in the subcontract to
protect both the Prime and the Large Subcontractor
 Be careful not to appear as if an Ostensible Affiliation exists
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Agreements Between Prime & Subcontractor

 Suggestions are:
• Make it clear what exact work the subcontractor will perform
• Indicate that the subcontractor will not perform more than the
allowable amount of work
• Include a section that will allow for reduction of the
subcontractors responsibilities and/or work effort should the
Small Prime’s cost and effort begin not meeting the minimum
requirement as a Prime
• Constantly monitor throughout the contract period of
performance
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Ostensible Affiliations
 13 CFR 121.103 discusses Ostensible Affiliations
 Only focusing on the “cost incurred by personnel” limitation is
not the only thing to be concerned with when teaming a Small
Prime and a Large subcontractor together for a Federal setaside Procurement.

 Also focus on:
– Which party is performing the “primary and vital” parts of the
contract?
– Does the Small Business Prime place too much reliance on
the Large subcontractor?
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Ostensible Affiliation Risk Factors
 If the SBA finds that an Ostensible Affiliation exists, they add
the Small Business Prime’s and Large Subcontractor’s
eligibility requirements together and determine that the award
was made to a Large business when contract was designated
as a set-aside.
• This can create issues of potential deception (fraud)
• Contract can be terminated
• Both Prime and Subcontractor can be barred from other
Federal Business for a period of time (Federal Exclusion List)
• Financial penalties can be assessed
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Ostensible Affiliations
 Some questions to consider when determining whether or not
Large Firm should partner as a subcontractor to a Small Business
Prime on a set-aside procurement to ensure an Ostensible
Affiliation does not exist.
• Does the Prime Small Business have the ability to perform the “primary
and vital” components of the contract? (if answer is NO – a risk)

• What does the Prime Small Business bring something to the table
beyond its small business status? (OHA – Size Appeal of Smart Data
Solutions LLC) (if this is all the Small brings – a risk)
• Is the Prime Small Business relying on ValueOptions for proposal
language or preparation? (if VO leads or has a large part in proposal
preparation – a risk)
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Ostensible Affiliations
 Additional Considerations:
• Has division of work between the Prime and Large Sub been clearly
documented in the proposal and the subcontract or teaming
arrangement? (if not documented clearly – a risk)
• What role will Large play in the management of the contract? (Having
a Large employee be the Project/Program Manager or having Large at
the table in discussions with the government or having a large
management control over the contract – a risk)
• Is terminology such as “team”, “we” or “our” used a lot in the proposal?
(OHA indicated in Size of Appeal Access Systems, Inc. that this
wording gives the appearance of an ostensible affiliation – a risk)
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Ostensible Affiliations

 Final Considerations:
• Will the Small Prime and Large subcontractor be located
together to perform the work of the contract? If yes, at
whose office? (if from the subcontractors office space – a
risk)
• Which party provides capital or financing if necessary? (if it
is Large Firm – a risk)
• Is there a profit sharing arrangement? (if yes, a risk)
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Ostensible Affiliations

 SBA determines Ostensible Affiliation relationships on a case
by case basis
 The guidelines are grey
 Just because a partnership might have one or two risk factors,
does not necessarily mean that SBA OHA will rule that an
Ostensible Affiliation exists.
 Just Factors to consider…
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Summary

 Remember: Just staying within the dollar limitations is not
enough to protect us.

 ValueOptions can partner as a subcontractor to a Small Prime
for set-aside contracts, we just need to be careful not to
overstep the boundaries that create Ostensible Affiliations
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End Notes

 Federal Acquisition Regulations

 Code of Federal Regulation

 Articles and notes written and gathered on internet by Steven
J. Koprince . Mr. Koprince is an attorney that specializes in
Federal Contracting small business matters.

 SBA-OHA decisions
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Thank You

Stephen K. Scroggs, PhD
VP, Federal Government Affairs & Business Development
ValueOptions Federal Services
a Beacon Health Options company
Stephen.Scroggs@beaconhealthoptions.com
Work: 202-550-6696
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